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 1907.] MAN, [Nos. 2-3.
 Finally, is Mrs. Langloh Parker a reporter capable of refraining from asking
 leading questions, colouring what she is told, and so on? Let me call attention to
 the following passage (p. 79): " Though we may say that actually these people have
 " but two attempts at prayers, one at the grave and one at the inner Boorah ring,
 I think, perhaps, we are wrong. These two seem the only ones directly addressed
 to Byamee. But perhaps it is his indirect aid which is otherwise wished. Daily
 i set prayers seem to them a foolishness and an insult, rather than otherwise, to
 " Byamee. He knows; why weary him by repetition, disturbing the rest he enjoys
 " after his earth labours ? The ittalics are mine. To me this seems a bad case of
 colouring. Or else the Euahlayi have been proselytised. R. R. MARETT.
 Archeology. Lang.
 Celtic Sword Blades. By Andrew Lang. 9
 In L'Anthropologie (May-August, 1906, pp. 342-358) M. Salomoii Reinach U
 presents a new interpretation of a strange Greek passage on the badness of Celtic
 iron. The passage (Polybius, ii., 33) is familiar to all. The author describes the
 victory of the Consul, C. Flaminius, over the Insubres, in 223. The Gauls, he says, used
 large iron swords, which bent at the first stroke, and were useless if the warrior had
 not time to straighten them with his foot against the ground. The Roman officers
 therefore gave- to their front rank the pikes of the triarii; the Celtic swords doubled
 up against the pikes, and the Romans gave the point with their swords. Polybius
 does not say that these tactics were adopted in any other battle.
 The story is puzzling, for the Gauls had long been in the age of iron, yet it
 seems that they would have found bronze more serviceable than pointless sword
 blades of bad iron.
 Plutarch, in his Camillus, represents the Celtic swords as equally bad more than
 a century earlier; Camillus therefore arms the Romans in harness of iron. Plutarch
 may follow Polybius, or may have erred for the same reason as M. Reinach supposes
 Polybius to have done. Modern authors have credited Livy with a similar state-
 .ment, but there is no suich passage in Livy. If Plutarch merely follows Polybius,
 Polybius is the only authority for the badness of Celtic iron.
 In 1774 a captain of cavalry, de Segrais, remarked that Polybius must be
 speaking of a single occasion, for a people like the Gauls would not have conquered
 far and wide, and resisted Rome so long, with such worthless weapons. The fact
 would be impossible, unless the irou of other races were equally bad; and it it were,
 why did these races abandon the use of bronze ?
 The explanation of M. Reinach is that Polybius, though he was " an historian
 -of the first rank," and though he was born only eight years after the battle which
 he describes, introduced a mere metiological myth. It was common to destroy the
 -objects buried with the dead man-to hill them as he was killed-perhaps to set the
 spirits of the objects free that they might accompany the spirit of their dead owner.
 Many doubled-up Celtic swords are found in graves. The hypothesis is that people
 finding these spoiled swords, in tombs supposed that they had been spoiled in battle,
 and that their doubling up thus caused the defeat of their owners. But doubled-up
 bronze spear-heads are common in graves, and no myth avers that they were spoiled
 in battle. Again, all the grave goods would equally be injured, not the swords alone.
 Polybius, being confessedly an historian in the first rank, can scarcely have
 adopted an setiological myth, supposed to have been evolved in his own time, and
 introduced it, as a matter of fact, with an account of a corresponding change in
 Roman tactics, into his description of a single battle. If he had no literary source
 of information, being born in 215, he would learn as much about this battle from
 the talk of his seniors as a man born in 1753 would gather rrom survivors about
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